The Actor's Warmup
More Tongue Twisters!

– for multiple sounds:

I have got a date at a quarter to eight; I’ll see you at the gate, so don’t be late

You know New York, you need New York, you know you need unique New York

I saw a kitten eating chicken in the kitchen

If a dog chews shoes, whose shoes does he choose?

Eddie edited it

Willie’s really weary

A big black bear sat on a big black rug

Which witch is which?

Truly rural

Imagine an imaginary menagerie manager managing an imaginary menagerie.

A tutor who tooted the flute
Tried to tutor two tooters to toot
Said the two to the tutor
"Is it tougher to toot
Or to tutor two tooters to toot?"

A certain young fellow named Beebee
Wished to marry a lady named Phoebe
"But," he said. "I must see
What the minister’s fee be
Before Phoebe be Phoebe Beebee"

If one doctor doctors another doctor
Does the doctor who doctors the doctor
Doctor the doctor the way the doctor he is doctoring doctors?
Or does the doctor doctor the way
The doctor who doctors doctors?

Of all the felt I ever felt,
I never felt a piece of felt
Which felt as fine as that felt felt,
When first I felt that felt hat’s felt.
A flea and a fly in a flue  
Said the fly "Oh what should we do"  
Said the flea" Let us fly  
Said the fly "Let us flee"  
So they flew through a flaw in the flue  

To sit in solemn silence on a dull dark dock  
In a pestilential prison with a lifelong lock  
Awaiting the sensation of a short sharp shock  
From a cheap and chippy chopper on a big black block.  

Billy Button bought a buttered biscuit,  
did Billy Button buy a buttered biscuit?  
If Billy Button bought a buttered biscuit,  
Where's the buttered biscuit Billy Button bought??  

Walter Witter called a waiter: "Waiter, over here!  
I want some water, waiter. Water, waiter! Is that clear?  
The waiter brought some water. Walter Witter shouted: "WRONG!  
This water's really watered-down! I like my water strong  
The waiter brought more water. Walter Witter was upset.  
"This water's dry!" said Walter. "I like my water wet!  
Bring me wetter water, waiter!" Walter Witter said.  
The waiter brought a pitcherful and poured it on his head."  

Shel Silverstein, from A Light in the Attic  
He's the Twistable Turnable Squeezable Pullable  
Stretchable Foldable Man.  
He can crawl in your pocket or fit your locket,  
Or screw himself into a twenty-volt socket,  
Or stretch himself up to the steeple or taller,  
Or squeeze himself into a thimble or smaller.  
Yes he can, course he can,  
He's the Twistable Turnable Squeezable Pullable  
Stretchable Foldable Man.  
And he lives a passable life  
With his Squeezable Lovable Kissable Hugable  
Pullable Tugable Wife.  
And they have two twistable kids  
Who bend up the way that they did.  
And they turn and they stretch  
Just as much as they can  
For this Bendable Foldable  
Do-what-you're-toldable
Easily moldable
Buy-what-you’re-soldable
Washable Mendable
Highly Dependable
Buyable Saleable
Always available
Bounceable Shakeable
Almost unbreakable
Twistable Turnable Man.